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Head of House Welcome 

Welcome to the 2021 edition of the Lee House Magazine on the theme of ‘Diversity’.  

I would like to thank all those students who have submitted work for our House Writing Magazine and 

contributed to the life of the House during remote learning. Congratulations to those students whose 

submissions have made the final cut and appear in this year’s magazine – well done! House Writing 

always comes at a busy time in the academic year, made even more difficult to navigate with the 

challenges of home learning. I am therefore very grateful to all those students who have exams on the 

horizon and have still found the time to contribute. Special thanks goes to our editorial team of Oliver 

Tolson Boxall (Lee 13), Dan Hidalgo-Anguera (Lee 12), Marcus Birch (Lee 12), Josh Alexander (Lee 13) 

and Ned Morris (Lee 13) who have done a fantastic job in editing and producing the magazine.  

Diversity: the art of thinking independently together. Malcomb Forbes 

I hope that you enjoy reading our individual thoughts on ‘Diversity’ in this year’s Lee House Magazine.  

Mrs K. Harris, Head of Lee House 
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What is diversity?  

What is Diversity? 

Diversity is the quality of diverse or different cultures, as opposed to 

monoculture, the global monoculture, or a homogenization of cultures, akin to 

cultural decay. Diversity is more than just our cultures, our backgrounds, and our 

wealth state. Diversity is about how each of us is different and the uniqueness 

between us. It’s about how WE change the world and the way we do it. It's about 

the way we treat others, everyone treats you. It’s about the impact you make on 

others, and the impact people’s thoughts make on you. It’s about how you work 

hard, or how you make others feel by your work. It’s about if you work as 

something you love, not something just well paid. It’s about the noble things you 

did, or the hurtfulness you caused. That’s Diversity. 

 

Kajanan Ganeshkumar, Lee 8 

 

You Matter 

Different is what we all are 

Include everybody no matter race, gender, or sexuality 

Value the fact of life 

Everybody should be treated the same 

Remember, everybody has the same rights 

Skin color is only an appearance 

Intelligent or not, 

Together we would always be, 

You matter. 

                                                                                   Norman Balchin, Lee 8 

 



Diversity is 

English - Diversity is understanding that each individual is unique and that we can 

recognize our differences. These can be along the dimensions of race, ethnicity, gender, 

age, physical abilities, religious beliefs and political beliefs. French - La diversité 

comprend que chaque individu est unique et que nous pouvons reconnaître nos 

différences. Ceux-ci peuvent être selon les dimensions de la race, de l'ethnicité, des 

capacités physiques, des croyances religieuses et politiques. German - Vielfalt ist das Verstandnis, dass 

jeder Einzelne einzigartig ist und dass wir unsere Unterschiede erkennen können. Diese können entlang 

der dimensionen von Rasse, Ethnischer, Zugehörigkeit, Geschlecht, Alter, körperlichen Fähigkeiten, 

religiösen Überzeugungen und politischen Überzeugungen liegen. Spanish - La diversidad entiende que 

cada individuo es único y que podemos reconocer nuestras diferencias. Estas pueden ir a lo largo de las 

dimensiones de la raza, el origen étnico, el género, la edad, las habilidades físicas, las creencias religiosas 

y las creencias políticas. Italian - La diversità è la consapevolezza che ogni individuo è unico e che possiamo 

riconoscere le nostre differenze, che possono essere legate alla dimensione della razza, dell’etnia, del 

genere, dell'età, delle abilità fisiche, delle convinzioni religiose e politiche. Portuguese - Diversidade é o 

entendimento de que cada indivíduo é único e que podemos reconhecer nossas diferenças. Estes podem ser 

ao longo das dimensões da raça, etnia, gênero, idade, capacidade física, crenças religiosas e crenças 

políticas. Russian - разнообразие - это понимание того, что каждый человек уникален и что мы 

можем распознавать наши различия. Это могут быть аспекты расы, этнической 

принадлежности, пола, возраста, физических способностей, религиозных и политических 

убеждений. ---                                                                                                           Adam Burgess, Lee 8 

 

Diversity and the World 

Not just in humans can we see diversity  

But when the word is mentioned we think of 

race instantly  

How about the clouds ranging from cumulus to 

cirrus  

Or the flavours in our mouth switching from 

salty to citrus  

Maybe on the ground with various fauna and 

flora  

Or in our bodies from having a spine to 

spineless  

We need to realise that categories just draw us 

closer to trauma  

And without diversity the world will stop and 

the only sound will be silence  

We can prevent this outcome from happening 

though,  

As a world with diversity is able to flourish and 

glow  

And with people inside from different races and 

creeds  

Can allow our race to succeed and deal great 

deeds  

However some of our brethren, inhibit our 

goals  

And in our bucket of glory they poke many 

holes  

So for diversity to influence our actions and 

light up our future ahead  

We must not turn our backs, and let negativity 

spread.                                                                                                                        

 

Partaap Bajwa, Lee 10



How does diversity affect us?  

                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We Made This Happen 

It was the morning of the 5th of October 3175, the date was one of the only things that 

was different now days but this is the result of humans. We tried for many years to stop 

the racism in the world but nothing worked, nothing at all; it was almost as if it was in 

our DNA and the solution we could come up with was to abolish any diversity of any sort. 

Everyone must be the same colour, wear the same clothes, have the same amount of 

money. We also had produced so much pollution which drove the sun to turn each and 

every place on earth to be hot, arid deserts. Now, not even the land has any diversity, the 

word doesn’t even exist in the dictionary anymore. We made this happen. You made this 

happen. And now every morning everyone must wake up at eight in the morning, eat fifty 

grams of Shreddies with forty milliliters of milk and then shower for seven and a half 

minutes. Before, heading out to work at quarter to nine and life continues like this for the 

rest of the day, the rest of the week, the rest of the month: forever. But it doesn’t have to 

be like this, there is still time to save the planet and accept all diversities. 

Oliver Reading Lee9 

How Strange to Think About 

How strange to think about,  

we sit on a planet,  

which 7 billion more inhabit.  

Each with loves, languages and thought,  

each forced to work,  

a war eternally fought.  

They must listen  

but may not retort,  

must pay their share,  

but not given support,  

and don’t you dare purport  

This is not okay.  

How strange to think about,  

the fear of the unknown.  

‘We are all the same’ 

Claims the normal man           

 

A deep seeded hatred;  

we claim to have outgrown,  

but in reality a half of my love,  

can never quite be shown,  

as it is not a love,  

that ‘the public can’t condone’.  

But alas, I’m not alone,  

I can celebrate my difference,  

under 3 colours well known.  

But I know I’ll face the comment,  

‘my celebration, overblown’    ‘ 

from a person who, of my pain,      

is completely unbeknown.                      ‘ 

‘Why celebrate diversity?’  

Asks the normal man. 

Dan Hidalgo-Anguera, Lee 12 

 

 



Me and My Family 

English Version: Good afternoon, my name is Kubesh (Kub). I am eleven years old. This story is 

about me and my family.  

On a sunny morning, I woke up. I went downstairs to see what day it was and it was my 

birthday. I wondered why no-one was awake if it was my birthday and then someone knocked 

on the door so I called my mum. There was no reply. I called again. Still no reply. I went back 

upstairs into my mum and dad’s room and noticed that there was no-one in bed. Then I heard a 

light switch on in the kitchen. I went downstairs to see who was in there. And you would not 

believe what happened when I went into the kitchen...  

Tamil Version: நல மதிய, எ ெ பய ே ப (). என பதிெ னா வய. இத கைத கஎன என 

கபத பறிய.  

ஒ ெ வயி ைாக லயி, நா ேஎத. அ என நா எ பாை நா கீே ழ ெ ேேற, அ எ பிறத நா. 

எ பிறத நா எறா யா ஏ விழிதிைவிக ல எ ே யாசிே த, பின யாே ரா ைகதவ தன, 

அதனா நா எ அமாக வ கஅேழத. எத பதி கஇல. நா மீ கஅேழத. இ பதி கஇல. 

நா மீ எ அமா ம அபாவி கஅற மா ெ ேேற, கபையி யா கஇல எகபத ைவனிே த. 

நா கேமயகலறயி ஒ ஒளி வி ே ேைட. அ யா இகிறாை எ பாை நா கீே ழ ெ ேேற. 

நா கேமயகலற ெ ேேறபா என நடத எ நீை நப மாை... Kubesh Pirasanna, Lee 7 

Education 

I have grown up as a British Pakistani in a British country. This combination is a complicated 

one to say the least. Myself a brown Muslim boy, standing in and amongst a country with 

mostly white Christians. This mix doesn’t seem to go together right?  

You see living in England as a non-British person is not easy. For example I cannot simply go to 

the supermarket and get some chicken. Instead I have to find a halal butcher in town, which are 

extremely scarce, and get my meat that way. It’s the little things that accumulate that make life 

that just a little bit harder. Another annoying aspect of being a Pakistani Muslim in Britain is 

that you have to deal with the uneducated people. An exampe of this is if a non-muslim offered 

me a BLT. Of course, this is not halal and I cannot accept. However, the worst aspect is having 

to explain what halal means and then even worse, why I am not allowed to eat pork or consume 

alcohol. You see it’s just a little complicated. One final example is just complete racism. Imagine 

yourself walking down town, and out of nowhere somebody walks up to your face and calls 

you a terrorist. Thankfully, this has never happened to me but I have heard countless stories of 

people being called derogatory terms due to their faith or ethnicity. 

This is why I firmly believe that there should be more education in school about certain cultures 

and backgrounds. This way, the next generations of ethnic minority groups raised in England, 

will not have to deal with such problems that myself and many others have had to deal with. 

People should be taught from a young age that saying certain words to certain people from 

certain ethnicities can be offensive, and consequences should be put in place to prevent extra 

struggles for us ethnic minorities growing up in the UK.                                                                                                                                    

Musa Khan, Lee 10 



The Day that Changed My Life 

It all started with a boring, mundane start to the day. I was in year 2, young and oblivious to 

what would happen today. As usual, I burnt my toast, (I was insistent on making my own 

breakfast) and ate it with a mess as a side platter. I got dressed in my light blue polo shirt, with 

my grey trousers and my navy-blue jumper. All primary school attire. I grabbed my bookbag 

and dashed out the door.  

On the way to school, we passed everything we always did. The estate by the school, the 

newsagent we went to buy sweets after school as a Friday treat. Once we got to the school gates, 

we got out and went to our registration. When I had gotten to my classroom, Mrs Wellington 

with a great big bellow shouted:  

“Sit down class!”  

Everyone sat down within a nanosecond. They did not want to get on the wrong side of her. 

She could move down our peg to the stormy cloud! She announced that we have a new student 

joining us and he needed a buddy to be with him. I put my hand up wanting to get to know the 

new person first as everyone wanted to see him and have the life eternal accomplishment of 

speaking to the new kid first.  

At the time I did not know what would start from here. But it would become something very 

special to me.  

The teacher picked me. Me! I jumped out of my chair and ran to the front, much to my class’ 

envy. Then the new kid came in with his Bob the Builder lunch box and his Star Wars backpack, 

My new buddy Giuseppe! I said:  

“Hi I’m Noah. Nice to meet you.”  

He said, “Hello.”  

“Would you like to come and sit next to me?” I asked.  

“Ok” he replied.  

He went to sit next to me, and we spoke. During break and lunch, me and Giuseppe would talk 

and play with people asking him questions and which school he came from. The end of the day 

came too fast. I had made a new friend.  

This was the day which started a friendship that is still here today even though we are far from 

each other. He moved when I was in year 5 and we kept being friends. When we are far away, 

and it is still hard to communicate from Aylesbury to Warwick, we still find ways to 

communicate and stay in touch. This came from one boring day that turned to be the start of a 

pair of best friends.  

                                                                                                                       Noah Yeneralski, Lee 9 



Diversity and the individual…  

That Kid 

“Why does she speak like that?”, asked George. ”Forget that! I wanna know why 

she keeps sticking ‘er tongue out at me,'' followed Darcy. It was Lauren’s first day 

at Birch Seed High. Lauren was always a bit strange. You see, Lauren was born 

with some things not quite right with her body. She had something called down 

syndrome. She was born with it and it affects how she looks, speaks and 

sometimes makes it harder to learn. She still liked the same things as other people, 

and her family loved her, but others didn’t. They called her a ‘freak’. They called 

her ‘Frankenstein’, just because she was different. Nobody would call her by her 

real name, instead they called her ‘That Kid’. She would love everybody she met, 

being as friendly as she could, but everyone turned her away. She did love one 

thing, however, more than anything else. She loved her pet rabbit, Barney. Barney 

was who she would confide in and feel comfortable with. They felt like best 

friends.                                                                        Oliver Foskett, Lee 7 

 

Everyone is Equal 

The people stared at him, as if he was an outsider, a person that didn’t deserve to 

be alive. He was different. He had nearly 15 stitches on his face and didn’t have an 

arm- he had suffered from a severe shark attack. He was stared at as if he was a 

monster, not equal like everyone else around him. He was given no company and 

respect, just because of the way he looked. And nothing else! He would walk 

around the school grounds in solitude, with no company except himself. He would 

eat lunch by himself as if he was a contagious disease. He would walk to and from 

school with a hood covering his face so he wouldn’t be noticed by a single soul. 

He was a sickness, no one wanted to witness.        

The boy would cry, wandering on why he had to be different from everyone else. 

He wanted to be normal. Happy. Joyful. And proud. But he knew the day would 

never come, his mother said it didn’t matter about his appearance, though he 

didn’t think the same. He barely ever agreed with what his mother said.   

Then, one day he was greeted by a boy- who was called Jake- they had a chat 

about all the latest football matches that had happened. Eventhough, the boy’s 

new found friend knew he looked different, he didn’t have a problem with it. 

Slowly, the boy felt as if he was fitting into the school and was now never 

reluctant to go. Steadily, each day more and more students welcomed him to the 

school and they talked to him, not judging him by his appearance. He now knew 

what his mother was trying to tell him. Everyone is equal. No matter what they 

look like.         Yash Patel, Lee 8     



訳書・トランスレーシュン 

                                           Translation / to•ran•su•ree•shun 

私の名前は渡辺港だ。英語の本を日本語に翻訳する翻訳家だ。子供の時から、ロマンチックスが大

好きだ。他の人々は夏目漱石を読みながら、私はウィリアム・ワーズワースを楽しんでいた。この

作品を翻訳する事はいつも私の夢だった。My name is Minato Watanabe. I am a translator who 

translates English books into Japanese. Ever since I was a teenager, I have loved the 

Romantics. Whilst others would read Natsume Soseki, I was nose deep in Wordsworth. 

Translating these works has always been my dream. 

 「一日、グーグル翻訳は渡辺さんの仕事を盗むね」と言う人々は私を苛立てて、露知らず。

翻訳はたった言葉の数学的な換算だなくて、言葉はたった思考の通貨だない。意味を含む容器だが

、自分の実態だ。「悲しい」と「嘆かわしい」の詐害は何だか。言葉はたった意味の容器だったら

、ありないと言う。でも、あるよ。「セラヴィー」と「仕方がない」の詐害は何だか。言語は自分

の実態と完食がないだったら、ありないと言う。でも、あるよ。People who say that Google 

Translate will steal my job annoy me - they have no idea what they’re talking about. 

Translation isn’t merely the mathematical transfer of words from one language to another; 

language is not merely a currency of thought. It’s a vessel which contains meaning - but it is 

an entity in itself. What is the difference between “sad” and “sorrowful”? If words were simply 

containers of meaning, you would say that there is none. But there is. What is the difference 

between “c’est la vie” and “that is life”? If language did not contain its own essence, its own 

texture, you would say that there is none. But there is. 

 もちろん、言葉は世界の片方がある。例えば、なんと言うのは大事だなくて、「テーブル」

はいつもテーブルだ。でも、感情のようの複雑なものはどうかしら。ぜひ、自分を写すために選ぶ

言葉は自分を影響する。バイセクシャルな今日イギリスに住んでいる人はたった徳川時代に日本に

住んでいる人だ。この言葉は本当にない物の荷札だか。写す意味を作るか。この意味は本当にある

真実で、言葉は人類の真実着き方だか。もしかすると言葉は電子のように真実を取り巻く。もしか

するとドイツ語の「タベレ」やイタリア語の「タヴォロ」やスペイン語の「メサ」は惑星のように

「テーブルの真実」を取り巻く。Of course, words still have a real-world counterpart; no matter 

what you call it, a “table” will always be a table. But what about more complex things, like 

emotions - or identities? Certainly the words we choose to describe ourselves inform what we 

become. A bisexual man in Britain today is simply a man in Tokugawa-Era Japan. Are these 

words just labels for things that do not exist? Or do they create the meaning which they 

describe? Or does that meaning already exist as some Ultimate Truth, and words are 

humanity’s means of reaching it? Perhaps all of our words, all of our meanings, circle this 

Truth like electrons around an ion. Maybe “Tabelle”, “tavolo”, and “mesa” orbit the 

essential, metaphysical Notion of Table like the planets around the sun. 

 私はトランスジェンダーだ。これに気がついた後で、「私」の真実に肉薄した。ワーズ

ワースのように、偽を無くして、真実に帰った。過去の定義や訳は大事だない。今いるのがいつ

もいた。私の名前は渡辺港だ。When I came out as transgender, I came closer to the inner 

truth of Me. Like Wordsworth, I discarded all that was fake and returned to the natural core, 

to what is truly true. My previous definitions and translations do not matter; what I am now, I 

have always been. My name is Minato Watanabe. 

        Oliver Tolson Boxall,  Lee 13 



Hero 

Between 1885 to 1967, approximately 49,000 men were convicted for being a 

homosexual, amongst these men was a man called Alan Turing. On the 23rd June, 1929, 

Turing was born and later went on to save an estimated 14 million lives, believed to have 

shortened the Second World War by four years, and potentially paved the way for all 

modern technology today whilst living a private and unknown life. Before the War 

started he studied mathematics at Cambridge University, earning a first-class honors 

degree and progressing to Princeton University in New Jersey to study for his PHD. 

However, during the War Turing did not sign up to fight overseas on the front lines but 

instead worked in the ‘Government Communications Headquarters.’ However, it wasn't 

until 1997 that the secrets of Bletchley Park broke out and it became apparent that he did 

not in fact work for the ‘Government Communications Headquarters’ but he worked at a 

secret government programme which was set to crack the Nazis communication system, 

Enigma. Although he did not speak a word of German, he still managed to design, 

manufacture and work a machine (that he named Christopher) which could decode and 

defeat Enigma in a matter of minutes. Even though many people still haven’t heard of 

either Turing, his team in bunker 11A (The Bombe) or his computer Christopher, they 

potentially had the most significant role in the allied victory.      

Although Turing had such a remarkable and astonishing input on the war and is now 

considered a hero, he was put into custody in 1952 and found guilty of being a 

homosexual and having sexual relations with a 19 year old man. Although the policemen 

and prosecutors may have not been there and even though their discussions would have 

potentially been in German if it wasn’t for him, Alan Turing was convicted for being 

homosexual and was given the option to either be sentenced to prison or be chemically 

castrated. After battling with the depression and hormonal changes he was subject to 

due to his choice of being castrated, he decided to take his own life on the 7th June 1954, 

16 days before his 42nd birthday. Despite the entire country and specifically Bletchley 

Park being willing to terminate female discrimination, due to their desperate need for 

work as a result of the fighting, there was still no willingness to abolish the Labouchere 

Amendment of 1885 (which criminalized homosexuality), a man who perhaps single 

handedly saved England from defeat was forced to take his own life because of his sexual 

preference.       

Diversity has sparked many issues throughout time and has led to much discrimination, 

trouble and in some cases war. It takes such a long time to break down the barriers of 

diversity and the awareness spread about the issues, so much so it wasn’t until 2013 that 

Alan Turing received a royal pardon from Queen Elizabeth II. However, seeing as the 

process is so slow, it led to the suicide of a war hero and a man who we can almost thank 

for being here today. Despite the fact female diversity was accepted and embraced at 

Bletchley Park this did not extend to homosexuality. The lack of homosexual diversity 

allowed from the government took its toll on one of Britain’s greatest heroes and to this 

day still doesn’t not receive the attention he deserves due to the fact his phenomenal 

achievements were overshadowed by his sexual orientation.  

Matthew O’Sullivan, Lee 12 

 



History of diversity 

History of Diversity 

Humans love distinguishing ourselves into categories - categories that are flexible, chosen, 
assigned or unchanging. And now in a time where the USA, a country who had legally 
segregated facilities until 1965, now has an African American, female vice-president; a time 
where over 1 million people identify as lesbian, gay or bisexual in the UK, these categories have 
never before been so repeatedly and successfully challenged.  

But will we see the end of these distinct categories, possibly even moving into a more socially-
fluid environment? 

In the future, Great Britain and many other countries will be mostly mixed race - it being the 
fastest growing ethnic group in the country, international travel becoming more accessible 
(covid aside) and the volume of people migrating seeing a similar rise. The proportion of mixed-
race people in the UK has almost doubled since 2001, and it is predicted that it will double again 
by 2050, and, assuming climate change, nuclear war or any other global disaster doesn’t occur, 
there is no reason to suggest that the ascent will not stop.  

Racism as a concept is said to have emerged in the 14th century, when, in Spain and Portugal, 
people with Jewish or Muslim ancestry experienced a similar form of discrimination, which 
transferred to America, led to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade and formed the Jim Crow laws. 
Eventually racism began to be dismantled with acts such as the Emancipation Proclamation, the 
Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and the Human Rights Act of 1998.  

Yet the question remains - what if the vast majority of the population identifies as the same race. 
Will racism disappear? Will there remain a minority of pure-blooded caucasians? Or, 
considering that white british people make up 80%, will the roles be reversed and anyone not 
seen as equal to the mixed majority be discriminated against?  

Races may cease to impact society, racism may disappear consequently, but the fact that, in the 
future, almost the entire population will be mixed race, is completely unrelated to the inherent 
hate that a significant minority of human beings seem to love clinging to. Racism, as a construct,  
is entirely artificial and totally due to people’s perceptions and the stereotypes they hold: the 
amount of melanin in someone’s skin has no effect on anything except appearance and, as it has 
been constructed from nothing over time, surely racism can be deconstructed in the same way.  

That’s the hope at least. We are seeing progress; the institutional frameworks that 
encourage racial discrimination are being dismantled, but is the process happening quickly 
enough? Given that in the year spanning 2018-19 there were 78 991 hate crimes recorded by 
police (an increase of 11 percent since the previous year) I’d say not.   

Marcus Birch, Lee 12 

 



The Fields Of Auschwitz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cramped inside carriages, beside the mountains of luggage, 

New lives and opportunities were promised, As were 
schooling and health 

Making our way off the carriage onto the grey paved 
platform, 

Following our parents, leaving our luggage behind, 

Being told it's going to be ok, 

A new life a new beginning in the fields of Auschwitz. 

 

Being separated into lines me in one, women in the other,  

Making our way to our new promised home, 

A long walk awaits, high walls consume us, 

Contain us as if we were prisoners, 

I’m sure life will get better in the fields of Auschwitz. 

 

5 in a room, no one I know, 

Triple bunk beds, separated from my parents, 

Splintering paper thin walls and bare beds, 

Barely any food slowly starving,  

dreaming of the old life 

No remorse in the fields of Auschwitz. 

 

People being taken, never coming back, constantly new 
faces, 

No chances to make friends, 

Freezing still, in our little huts, rows upon rows never 
ending, 

Gunshots everywhere, screaming is constant,  

Guards laughing, using us for sport, 

We are their pawns, and this is our checkmate, 

This is the sound in the fields of Auschwitz. 

 

Smoke carpets the sky, smothering us, 

Burning something, we don’t know what, 

People disappearing, never coming back, 

Still haven't seen my parents, Or any men in fact, 

This is the smell in the fields of Auschwitz. 
 

My name is called, I’m being transferred to another camp, 

Similar to the last but much smaller, 

Less adults, mainly children, 

Rumours are floating about block 11, Surely, they’re myths, 

I want this all to be over, wishing every day, 

It's taken a turn for the worst in the fields of Auschwitz. 

 

My name is called again, only two days since the last, 

I don’t know what's happening, I’m petrified, 

They led me to a stairwell, into the barren earth,  

 I think it's all over this may be my last verse, 

There is only one thing for certain,  

Death is inevitable in the fields of Auschwitz. 

 

Oscar Wellbelove, Lee 11 



A Country with Diversity 

After getting married in their home country, my parents were looking for a country to reside in 
and raise future children, they were looking for a country with opportunities, a country with 
excitement, and most importantly a country with Diversity. So they chose to come to the UK. 
However, it seemed to be that it wasn’t only my parents that were immigrating to the UK, they 
in fact belonged to a large group of foreigners migrating to Britain, which changed the 
demographic of the UK forever.  

During the 20th century, immigration in the UK initiated a long process of cultural integration 
which changed society in Britain. The UK had always had an interest in the cultures of the 
different countries because they believed it would help them understand and more effectively 
rule the different countries in their Empire, however, in the late 20th century they realized that 
Britain would benefit more from creating a multicultural society in the UK as it would bring 
more the meaning of being “British citizen”.  

Many aspects of society changed during cultural integration such as the outlook on different 
parts of history, the acceptance of different cultures, races, and religions, the introduction of 
different cuisines, and my favourite being the evident change in Britain’s music industry, an 
example could be how well the introduction of reggae music did, Chris Blackwell, a man who 
founded a recording company in Jamaica, returned to England in 1962 to help succeed his 
business as the popularity of Jamaican music increased in the UK. He even managed to get Bob 
Marley, a well-known and popular artist to this day, to produce music here in Britain.  

Aside from the success of developing a multicultural Britain, there have been many difficulties 
and many setbacks in ensuring the acceptance of all ethnic minorities. In the early 20th century, 
there was a lot of racism and discrimination towards people of black and Asian ethnic 
backgrounds. Through the implementation of various laws, discrimination was gradually 
brought under control. Although racism is not completely gone in the 21st century I believe the 
UK has grown as a very diverse and accepting country and I hope it continues to do so. 

Arya Kotia, Lee 10 

 

 

 

 



But diversity is still relevant…  

 

The Lack of Diversity in the Supreme Court  

One of the largest concerns regarding the highest court of appeal in the country, 

the Supreme Court, is its overwhelming lack of diversity of composition in terms of 

gender, social background and educational background. This reinforces a long-standing anxiety 

about the judiciary as a whole - it contains a disproportionate number of white, privately educated 

males. The current members include only one woman, Lady Arden, and zero justices in the court 

are from black, asian or other minority ethnic groups. Furthermore, in 2015 Lady Hale, Supreme 

Court justice at the time pointed out that during her tenure, of the 13 judges sworn in, all were men, 

all were white, all except 2 attended private schools, and all but 2 attended Oxbridge.  

This lack of diversity holds significant repercussions due to the disputes heard and settled by the 

court with greater public or constitutional importance, which affect the whole population. The 

potential danger of such a lack of diversity in the court was demonstrated in the 2010 pre-nuptial 

appeal case of Radmacher vs Granatino; in which Lady Hale was the only one of the nine justices to 

dissent from the majority verdict, citing her reason for doing so as her view that the majority of 

people who would lose out as a result of this precedent would be women. The predominance of 

members of the court with similar backgrounds and, in many cases, similar views as a result of this 

may be a significant contributor to the democratic deficit in the UK. Radmacher vs Granatino is one 

example of where the limited diversity among the justices paid dividends and gave a supposed 

better representation of women in the decision making, but this begs these questions: how many 

more cases like this have gone unnoticed due to the similar composition of the court’s members and 

views? How many more precedents have been set which may disproportionately affect certain 

minority groups? And how many of these would have passed or even been scrutinised if there was 

greater diversity in the Supreme Court? These concerns will not go away and, as similar cases 

become exceedingly more prevalent and life changing to millions of people across the country, the 

danger of having such an exclusive composition of justices has never been more important, and 

cannot be overlooked. 

           Jai Horwood, Lee 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



World Title Number #7  

Lewis Hamilton has reached the record number of world titles this year as well as achieving the 

most wins and poles for any Formula 1 driver and will go down as the greatest F1 driver of all time.  

This shows you don’t need to be white to be in F1 or in the top level of any sport for example Jofra 

Archer is the quickest bowler ever in cricket and he is black too. Serena Williams is a top-level 

tennis player, and she is Black and an African American. As long as you are good enough you will 

succeed it should have nothing to do with your race or your skin colour. Lewis Hamilton is on 

course to have the most Formula 1 world championships and he is the first black F1 driver but not 

the first black driver, that was Willy T Ribbs. He was a driver in Indianapolis 500 series and the first 

African American to test in a F1 car. But then why has there not been anyone since him, except 

Lewis Hamilton? It is because these young people don’t think that they will make it because when 

they grow up, they see 20 white F1 drivers on the TV and 0 black F1 drivers, so they think that a 

black driver will never make it.  

But with having Lewis Hamilton at Mercedes and winning so much it could create a push for greater 

diversity in the sport. Also, with Clair Williams as team principal at Williams and this year Mercedes 

sending a woman to collect the constructors’ trophy, this could create another push for more 

gender equality in the sport and with the first woman driver being taken into the 

Ferrari drivers academy this could be a massive opportunity. The first woman driver, 

if she makes it to F1, could make it in 3 years and she will be backed by Ferrari the 

whole way. The sport is hoping that in a few years we might have another female and another black 
driver starting at the bottom of the ranks of single seater racing. It amazed some people how 

quickly Lewis Hamilton managed to reach Schumacher’s record and some will have thought: how 

could a black man have done that? But it is possible and hopefully going to inspire many young 

black kids to take up racing. He is, at the moment, the most successful driver in the history of 

motorsport and he still has a few years left to make that record a lot bigger with ten championships, 

120 poles, 130 wins could very much be a possibility.  

James Herbert, Lee 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Creativity  

Creativity. The word often evokes images of artists, painters and musicians, of composers creating 

masterpieces, of Michelangelo and the Sistine chapel, or Picasso and his revolutionary cubism. The 

word science, on the other hand, often evokes images of eccentric old men in white lab coats, 

frantically running around with bubbling beakers. But is this divide really there? Or are science and 

creativity one and the same? Creativity leads to new discoveries, just as scientists imagine new 

theories or artists develop new techniques; creativity leads to passion, just as musicians or artists 
express themselves. But of utmost importance, creativity leads to understanding - the 

understanding of ourselves, our world, our entire existence - and this is where science really shines.  

Creativity is the source of science, but it must be defined what creativity is. Albert Einstein has 

famously said that creativity is “intelligence having fun”, whilst Donatella Versace believed 

creativity came from a “conflict of ideas”. There are hundreds of definitions of creativity, but they all 

essentially represent one meaning. Creativity generates new ideas from old knowledge.    

For centuries, science was associated with the discovery of what is already in the world, not of 

creating something new, and the idea of creativity remained in the realms of the arts. Artists and 

scientists both needed to be well versed in their domains. However, they then must question 

their foundations, all that they have learned so far.   

For instance, Piet Mondrian was a famous abstract painter, born in 1872 in the Netherlands. 

During the early stages of his art career, his paintings were not too distinct, following the general 

style of paintings during the period of Impressionism. However, later on he started to develop his 

own distinct style through creativity. He experimented with mixtures of many art styles ranging 

from Baroque to Cubism. The imagination seen within Piet Mondrian’s works is not just limited to 

art, but to science too. Ismail al-Jazari, a scientist, mathematician and engineer, born in 1136, 

published a book describing 100 mechanical devices. He borrowed from many different scientists, 

ranging from those in Ancient Greek to those in China. However, he, as Isaac Newton put it 

“standing on the shoulders of giants”, built upon the works of these scientists and developed his 

own machines, such as the water supply system, suction pumps and even automata. His automata 

featured peacocks powered by hydropower, a musical robot band that played instruments and 

elephant clocks. Ismail al-Jazari’s work went on to inspire Leonardo Da Vinci who created water 

supply systems as long as 200m. Without creativity and imagination, it would have been impossible 

for Ismail al-Jazari to document and create all these machinations.       

Creativity is not just an innate or inherent trait that people may have. It can be taught, learnt and 

honed just like any other skill. For example, at the University of Stanford, classes have been 

established for students during their first year to learn creativity, how to properly use it along with 
the scientific method. No longer will creativity remain separate from the sciences, but just as 

Picasso innovated with cubism, so did Alice Ball whilst developing new medicines.    

Schools must push harder to embrace the art of creativity, and embed it within their science 

courses. Not only would this focus on creativity allow progress to be made, it would open up 

science, from a gated community to one where all are invited, no matter their background. No 

longer would science be restricted to eccentric old men in white lab coats, frantically running 

around in labs, it would be open to all of us.  

Mohammed Ansar, Lee 10 



2020 was a diverse year… 

Wearing Chains    

Pandemic in the streets! Pandemic in the streets! 
 Windows boarded up, too dangerous to go to clubs, 
 A virus is lurking through the streets, the population begins to cease,  

The lockdown extending over and over and over again, 
 It’s like we’re wearing chains,       

It’s unsafe to go outside anymore, what happened to those days? 
 When parents pushed us outside, when it was considered ok to be in the countryside,  

So much has changed in the past few months:       

Lockdowns, deaths, riots and more       

Protests about Black Lives Matter, the death of Kobe Bryant, fires in Australia When will this stop in our local 

area?       

Millions of deaths, just in one country, 
 And then there are people doing protests rightfully 
 President elections shocking the world, causing a riot which is absurd,  

The US Capitol stormed, causing more riots to form,      

Yet the situation has not changed, 
 Thousands of people are dying 
 And even though rules have been arranged, 
 People are crying, lying, fighting, and panic buying, 
 Making situations worse, too stressful for doctors and nurses      

But what can one do? This is outrageous! 
 Forced to cramp inside, slowly suffocating from the strain       

Pandemic in the streets! Pandemic in the streets! 
 Windows boarded up, too dangerous to go to clubs, 
 A virus is lurking through the streets, the population begins to cease,  

The lockdown extending over and over and over again, 
 It’s like we’re wearing chains,  

Jieon Park, Lee 8 

 

 

 

 



Diversity in 2020  

George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery. Do you recognise these names? These were some of the 

thousands of people killed by racial prejudice. But they all have some things in common. They were 

innocent, black and killed in 2020. Does this mean anything to you? Racism is a problem. People’s judgement 

of diversity is clouded by the fact that they aren’t the same colour or sexuality or gender as them. There are 

many reasons as to why people are prejudiced against humans that are different to them.  

2020 had to be one of the most difficult years of this generation for people of colour. Especially in 

America. America has had a history for racism spanning back to the slave trade in the early 16th 

century. Many black children have grown up with the fear that “they might be next”. Do you see 

what's wrong with this? People have the fear of being killed just because of their colour. That's 

crazier than any fear anyone should have, especially as a young child. Many people see diversity as a 

bad thing, but diversity is probably the only thing holding up millions of people’s reputation in this day and 

age. I hope you can understand that diversity isn’t as bad as it seems and is only influenced by the general 

people. No one can lead us into a new age unless we have help. You can lead us into a new age of diversity, 

and no racism.  

Prithvish Patil Lee9 

Don’t be Divcared!   

I was walking along a deep dark alley not knowing what was going to happen. Was I going to 

live? Was I going to die? I looked around me, my specie the Rawcans were around me but they 

were different to me. They followed a different way of life, they think about different things, they 

talk about different things and last but not least, they dress up in a different way. All I wanted 

was a peaceful time at home watching the Raws Show. My people (The Raws) love it, 

everything we adore is in it but today my boss made me take a dangerous journey to the Cans 

country because well, he hates me!  

I thought to myself, wait there is nothing to worry about. I'm just walking to a house, delivering a 

package and going back home. The only problem was that I was in the area where the Cans 

devour any Raws they see. Well, that's what I heard from my parents anyways, hence I was 

doing this job in secret. Looking around every corner and bench, I carefully walked through the 

main road tiptoeing across the Uranian Slabs; I watched the Uranus Ice Bird fly past me 

at 30 uranameters shaking the life out of me.  

Finally, I arrived at the house, I dropped the package on the doorstep and walked 

away. Suddenly, three Cans came to me. I screamed, “Don’t eat me, I’m too young 

to die!” There was then a cloud of confusion rolling in and all the Cans looked 

weirdly at me. I was scared and I was silent crying. It was too much. Then one of the Cans 

spoke, “Look my friend, you think we’re going to eat you. No! We just want to make friends with 

you but you Raws are too scared of us. We don’t care if you are different. Sit with us and have 

fun!”  

So this is my message. Don’t be scared of being diverse. Don’t be divcared! Thanks for listening 

to my story! 

Sai Kaushik Potnuru, Lee 9 



Another World? 

It was a dark room. Two chairs were placed and one was occupied. The other empty. A sound 
filled the room as the door opened and another entity entered. “How was the trip?” The person 
in the chair asked.  

“A bit lengthy, you did ask for me to travel across three galaxies, but 20 minutes doesn’t bother 
me much,” the entity answered. 

“Well I am glad to hear that, I wanted to ask you about your planet,” 

“Oh it’s doing fine, very neat and uniform, yours?” 

“Before I answer that, I want you to look at it, just see it from the window there,” 

“Ok. By gosh yours looks neat! Only three colours, Blue, green and a dusty sort of brown, my 
planet is coloured in 8 colours, good job!” 

“Why thank you, how many languages does your planet speak?” 

“1, we have one planetary language and it works well,” 

“Wow, if I were to ask you if my planet was a bit messy, or should we say diverse, would you 
believe that?” 

“Don't mess with me, look at your planet, it looks nice and neat!” 

“I have to confess something,” 

“What would that be?” 

“My world is something different. Every nook and cranny has life and surprises. The land is split 
between them and ‘ruled’ by important people. There are ‘rich’ people and ‘poor’ people, this is 
decided by a thing called money which has a different variant in each country. My world evolved 
as well, I saw it grow from a only green, blue and dusty yellow to a world with sparks of silver 
and grey. They built their own ecosystems and thriving economies.They have regions like us, 
but instead of galaxies and solar systems. They call them counties, states, cities 
and towns. They follow an idea called religion. And there are many of these 
ideas. They don’t speak one language but 7,099. There are 7 continents, 195 
countries, 4,416 cities, 7 seas, 165 rivers, 1,187,049 mountains and 7 billion 
people. They are all thinking, sharing, making. Destroying, corrupting, fighting. 
They are all different and the same at the same time. And this is what I call Earth,” 

The man looked taken aback, he had heard something not done before. He was not just seeing 
three colours, but the result of 4 billion years and 7 billion people. He was seeing Earth. He left 
the room and went back to his own planet, all in silence. 

Arya Singh, Lee 8 

 

 



Diversity is the story of the world  

Ловци (The Hunters) 

Кроз шуму су долазили ловци  

Увек, у потрази за пленом. 

Through the woods the hunters came 

Always, searching for prey. 

Онда су једног дана пронашли јелена, 

Али то је била златна јелена коју су 
мушкарци изненада осетили страх. 

Then one day they found a deer,  

But it was the golden stag the men suddenly 
felt fear. 

Побегли су и побегли од звери, 

Ловци су истрчали на јутарње сунце 
на истоку. 

They ran and ran away from the beast, 

The hunters ran to the morning sun in the 
east. 

При њиховом бекству пронашли су 
пријатељског медведа по имену Мисх, 

Зацелила је њихове ране и дала им 
рибу. 

On their escape they found a friendly bear 
named mish, 

She healed their wounds and gave them 
fish. 

Њену помоћ платили су у злату, 

И рекла да је то заслужила јер је била 
смела. 

They paid for her help in gold, 

And said she deserved it as she was bold. 

Тада су стигли кући са овом 
невероватном причом 

И рекао тамо породици док је пио 
пиво. 

Then they arrived home with this amazing 
tale 

And told their family whilst drinking ale. 

Сутрадан су се вратили, али су уместо 
тога пронашли зечеве 

И убијали их да ли је било нормалних 
навика. 

The next day they went back but instead 
found a rabbit, 

And killed it as it was their habit. 

Тада су пронашли лисицу и 
проматрали је 

Јелен је ово видео и натерао га је да 
избије. 

Then they found a fox and as they were 
eyeing it up  

The golden stag saw this and it made him 
erupt. 

Његово тело а се променило, био је 
ватрени јелен 

Кад су схватили да је то истина, једног 
ловца су назвали лажовом. 

His body a had changed he was a stag of 
fire 

When they said this was true they called 
one hunter liar. 

Ловцима је позлило као да ходају на 
високу греду 

Изненада су се ловци пробудили, све 
је то био само сан. 

The hunters felt sick like they were walking 
on a high beam 

Suddenly the hunters woke up, it 
was all just a dream.  
Filip Bennett, Lee 7 

 



Food of the World 

地球配方:      Dìqiú pèifāng: 

1.添加一點膚色    1. Tiānjiā yīdiǎn fūsè 

2.性取向      2. Xìng qǔxiàng 

3.一勺宗教     3. Yī sháo zōngjiào 

4.加一些水和污垢     4. Jiā yīxiē shuǐ hé wūgòu 

5.和少數平等。    5. Hé shǎoshù píngděng. 

這些成分可能看起來有所不同， Zhèxiē chengfeng kěnéng kàn qǐlái yǒ 

但它們都一樣，添加了一些東西。 suǒ bù tóng, dàn tāmen dōu yīyàng,  

       tiānjiāle yīxiē dōngxī. 

The recipe for earth: 

1. add a sprinkle of skin colour 

2. a dash of sexual orientation 

3. a spoonful of religion  

4. add some water and dirt  

5. and a handful of equality. 

These ingredients may look different, but they all do the same, they add something. 

Jaiden Rowell, Lee 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Biodiversity Cake  

This is one of my favourite cakes, and is a go-to whenever I have guests. Be very 

careful when making the atmosphere buttercream, because the whole cake will be 

ruined if you get the proportions wrong.  

1. Pre-heat the oven to 180 oC/160 oC fan/gas mark 4. Grease and line three 18 cm 

round cake tins. If you do not have three tins, then you can bake your sponges in 

batches.  

2. In a large bowl, beat 200 g of butter with 200 g of caster sugar until light and fluffy. 

Add 4 medium eggs, beating thoroughly after each addition. Add 200 g of self-raising 

flour and mix well to combine. Then, divide the mixture evenly between three bowls.  

3. The mixture in the first bowl will be the tropical rainforest sponge. To this, add 1 tsp 

tree essence, 1 tsp monkey saliva and ¼ tsp tapir dung. The tapir dung adds a really 

lovely nutty aroma to the finished cake. Grind 1 bird of paradise feather and add to the 

mixture. Pour the mixture into the first prepared tin.  

4. The second mixture will be the polar sponge. Add 1 tbsp crushed ice, 1 tsp krill paste 

and ½ tsp polar bear fat. Decant into the second prepared tin.  

5. The final mixture is to be the desert sponge. Add t tsp ground cactus skin and 30 g of 

sand. Transfer to the last prepared tin.  

6. Cook the sponges in the pre-heated oven for 20 to 25 minutes, or until a David 

Attenborough inserted into the centre comes out clean. Reduce the temperature to the 

lowest it can go and return the desert sponge to the oven for 5 hours to allow it to fully 

dry out. Leave the cakes in their tins for a few minutes, before turning out onto a wire 

rack to cool completely. Put the polar sponge in the freezer to become frozen.  

7. Once the cakes have cooled, you can make the atmosphere buttercream. Briefly beat 

180 g of butter, then gradually add 300 g of icing sugar until combined. Add 7.8 g of 

nitrogen, 2.1 g of oxygen, 0.09 g of argon and 0.004 g of carbon dioxide. It is very 

important you do not add any more carbon dioxide – if you do, the cake will heat up and 

destroy the many different flavours within.  

8. To assemble, position one of the sponges (the order does not matter) on a plate 

or board. Spread 2 to 3 tbsp of the buttercream on the sponge. Put another 

sponge atop this, and spread the same amount of buttercream on it. Put the final 

sponge on top, and use the remaining buttercream to cover the top and sides of 

the cake.  

Toby Webster, Lee 11 

 

 



Different Cultures, Different Foods  

There is lots of different food around the world, 

Come with me and your taste buds will be swirled,  

First off lets smack our lips,  

And go to the UK to eat fish and chips.  

Let's go to India and enjoy some Chicken Tikka Masala,  

And then go to Australia to watch the Koala, 

Next up in Italy we eat some Pasta, 

I promise you will be exploding with laughter, 

The next place is Japan which is filled with beauty, 

Let’s go a restaurant and enjoy some sushi, 

We go to Mexico to eat a taco, 

The flavour is so intense you will turn into a psycho, 

The next place is Sri Lanka with its Rice and Curry, 

Our journey’s coming to an end you better hurry, 

Let’s go to the USA and eat a burger, 

Don’t be disheartened just a little bit further, 

We stay a bit longer and eat some Mac n cheese, 

Our journey was over like a breeze, 

There is one last thing I want to converse, 

Food around the world is extremely diverse.    Abdullah Ahmed, Lee 8 

 

Gerrard Street 

As you walk into Gerrard Street, you’ll smell a distinct smell. The smell of rice, noodles 

and tofu fill the air. Foods that originate from over 6000 miles away. Driving down the 

Kilburn high street, you would struggle to miss the shisha lounges, the various 

Lebanese rug shops and the frantic cries of mothers scolding their children in a 

language other than our own. All these cultures, in one big city. The cultural capital of 

the world. 300 languages spoken. 270 nationalities. But one London. And while the city 

lies dormant for now: it is too big, too exciting and too diverse to lay asleep for long. 

After all, it is the city that never sleeps.      Ghafir Hussein Lee 12 



Don’t be Afraid to Laugh 

Gesetz Zwei von Aylesbury Gymnasium: 

In unserer Schule haben wir Regeln. Eine von diesen Regeln bedeutet, dass wir einander Respekt zeigen 

müssen. Zum Beispiel darf man nicht wegen seines Glaubens benachteiligt werden. Man muss den 

anderen Menschen nett sein, ob man die andere Gruppe versteht oder nicht. Diese Menschen kann man 

verstehen und akzeptieren einfach genug. Die Farben von den Menschen soll keine Ausrede sein. 

Obwohl man die Erlaubnis früher hatte, gegen ihnen zu kämpfen, ist das noch nicht erlaubt. Sie sind 

anders, ja. Sie sehen anders aus, wenn sie Sport machen und sie sprechen eine andere seltsame 

Sprache, aber Ridley sind noch Menschen. 

Law 2 of AGS: 

In our school, we have rules. One of these rules means, that we have to show each other respect. For 

example, one should not be disadvantaged because of their beliefs. One has to be nice to other people, 

whether they understand the other group or not. You can understand and accept these people easily 

enough. The person’s color should not be an excuse. Although you used to be allowed to fight against 

them, that’s not allowed any more. They are indeed different. They look different in Games, and they 

speak a different strange language, but Ridley are still people.  Lee Trotter, Lee 13 

 

Diversity  

I stared at the blankness of the paper, armed with a single red crayon. With nothing else left to do, I 

attempted to create a picture. The crayon made its mark on the paper. Strokes of red here and 

there, creating all sorts of wonderful shapes yet the picture was still tediously empty. I surveyed my 

cluttered desk to find a blue pen. It was a great asset to my picture, its bold lines along the paper 

created a vibrant look. Yet the monotonous emptiness could not be ignored – the vibrancy was just 

not powerful enough. Under the pile of garbage scattered along my room I fished out a green 

highlighter which proved to be a gentle touch to my paper, but it was still not enough. I pursed my 

search again and to my surprise I was granted with some yellow paint. Splash! in excitement I 
covered the paper with splotches of yellow. I looked down at my creation and was pleased to find 

that all my efforts complimented each other.  

I laughed, thinking how ridiculous I was to think that my lonely red crayon could brighten up the 

mood by itself and was amazed by my picture, reflecting the power of our diverse community. 

Ajan Robertsingh, Lee 10 

Cynosure 

There are many words in the English language that no one uses. Beautiful words unique to leave our 
mouths that mean many wonderous things and as complicated and complex as English can be, it 
really is angelic. Words like Cynosure have been used since the 16th century. The root of this 8 letter 
word can be brought back to the Ursa Major constellation. Ursa Major was previously called 
Kunoura (dogs tail), which explain why we have this word. 
Cynosure – a person or thing that is the centre of attention or admiration    Bolu Oyedepo, Lee 11 



Diversity has more than one meaning… 

Pros and Cons of a Diverse Portfolio:  

When investing, the goal is to make profit. One method used successfully is 
diversification. Diversification is a technique where the money is allocated towards 
many different financial institutions and markets. Here I will be assessing the pros 
and cons of this technique.  

The main reason for diversification is financial security. By avoiding having all of its ‘eggs in one 
basket’, the value of the portfolio will never fall drastically below the amount that was invested into 
it, as any loss only hurts a small part of it. This could be vital in a scenario where, for example, 
someone could have invested £1500, £500 into Adidas shares, £500 into Nike shares and £500 into 
Apple shares. If a famous athlete sponsored by Adidas, switches to Nike, the stock prices will change 
a lot. The Adidas shares decrease in value but luckily the Nike shares increase, cancelling out the fall, 
and the Apple shares remain the same. In this case diversification has ensured that an unpredictable 
event has not caused the portfolio to tank in value.  

On the flip side, a diverse portfolio can limit the potential gains an investor could have. In the above 
scenario, if they had invested all £1500 into Nike shares they would have made massive profits. 
Another drawback is that it takes more effort to research and keep up to date with three different 
shares than just one.  

Overall, diversification is helpful as it protects the portfolio’s worth in the long run and in times of 
market volatility, and this is why hedge funds and mutual funds always invest in a wide range of 
things rather than betting on just one share. 

Tom Smale, Lee 12 

 

Words of the World 

Hindu gave us ‘loot’, 

Italian offered ‘cartoon’. 

We borrowed ‘cigar’ from Spanish, 

and adopted ‘safari’ from Arabic. 

The Dutch came up with ‘cookie’, 

the Chinese ‘ketchup’. 

‘Massage’ has its roots in Portuguese, 

whereas ‘penguin’ finds it’s in Welsh.  

While ‘waltzing’ is German, 

 

 

the ‘ballet’ is of course French. 

‘Chocolate’ is an Aztecan word, 

and ‘cola’ is in fact West-African. 

The English language is diverse, 

something to be celebrated. 

Not just Anglo-Saxon, or French, or Latin, 

but Sanskrit, Arabic and Aztecian. 

Not just Gaelic, or Danish or Dutch, 

but Spanish, Yiddish and Hindi. 

Louis Moore, Lee 12 

 



Diversity IS this world 

 

Anthocyanidins       Diversity Haiku 

Like coloured tulips      Mixture of people 

We can all be different     Open minded to others 

While also the same      We respect people 

Yarid Or-Rashid, Lee 12      Dilraj Shergill, Lee 11 

Ocean  

Inside of the Coral reef life is the most diverse on the planet. From the tiny clown fish 

swimming around the anemone for protection: to the huge Mako sharks methodically 

prowling the reef ready to strike at any fish when they have a lapse in concentration. Off 

the shore in the open ocean millions of sardines inside of a bait ball are being corralled by 

hundreds of Bottlenose Dolphins and groups of Blue Marlin. Gannets attack the bait ball 

from above, piercing through the water like needles. So far scientists have discovered 

228,450 different species of animals in the oceans, and they estimate that there are 

another 2 million undiscovered species out in the depths.      

          Dan Poole, Lee 9 

Environments  

The wind whistled over the roof; fine powder was being scattered through the air. The sun 

gleamed off the white surface reflecting onto the black and white creature as it gracefully 

dived into the still water. A ripple spread through the surface bouncing from iceberg to 

iceberg, it was the only movement within view. The barren land was unforgivable to 

nature, there was no contrast of color or life- only the toughest of animals could live here, 

no humans dared to enter. Over 5.5 million square miles nature dominated, bright white 

snow dominated, and the emperor of all animals dominated...  

...The sun was beating down upon the soil, hot and humid air rose up forming dark, grey 

thunderous clouds like gods watching down upon those inferior below. Underneath the flat 

sheets of green a deep hoarse croak echoed amongst the branches. A flash of purple lept` 

through the air disappearing beneath the thick undergrowth. Up above blue and red wings 

swept through the tall homes stretching into the skyline. Screeching mating calls 

challenged the chatter of the monkeys to be heard over the rushing and falling of water 

down below. Nothing could be more different over this 5.5 million square kilometer 

biome. Life blossomed, sounds echoed, vivid colors dominated the surroundings.    

                                      

   Daniel Partridge, Lee 12 



 


